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Solarpp fusionνe scattering withe− in supercritical cryogenic Ne forms electron bubbles (e-bubbles) trace-
able in time projection. Prototyping withα sources has shown gas electron multipliers (GEMs) to work in 0.9
L chambers containing 77 K Ne up to 0.5 MPa; GEM-CCD image singleα 2D tracking promises 3D tracking
when with e-bubbles. 1 Mg detector models project unitary SNR forpp ν above 0.609 MeV238U and 2.614
MeV 232T γ background at 11 Bq m−3 and 1.2 mBq kg−1 BeCu shell activity, givenπ/6 angular resolution
and Ne density of 1.209 Mg m−3.
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INTRODUCTION

Mysteries about the power of the sun and the lightest particles of matter stand ready to be answered by new astronomical
techniques. Astronomy is in the process of awakening new senses. Neutrino and gravitational wave instruments are developing
with sensitivity to direction, spectrum, and intensity, unveiling a new sky. Detecting the faint sources in this sky requires
devices of efficiency and isolation unachievable until recently–both fields did not begin until the 1960s, with Joseph Weber for
gravitational waves, and Raymond Davis and John Bahcall for neutrinos. Both techniques hold promise, yet neutrinos more
urgently need new approaches: spectral coverage remains incomplete and inextensible with existing radiochemical conversion
and Cherenkov radiation detectors. Key properties of Earth’s sun remain unknown as a result.

Celestial bodies emit neutrinos (ν) across a wide spectrum, spanning from10−3 to 1021 eV (10−31 to 10−7 Planck energies)
[1]. Figure 1, shows the extent of this range compared to the spectrum of electromagnetic photons (γ); relic ν from the Big Bang
occupy the lowest energies, and ultra high energy cosmic rays and new particles generate the highest energyν. Stellarν occupy
the middle. Both steady fusion and supernovae spawn myriadν; main sequence stars, including the sun, primarily produce via
the proton-proton (pp) chain,

4p→ α + 2e+ + 2νe + γ.

Individual counts ofpp fusion electron-neutrinos (νe) have proved unattainable. Gallium bulk measurements, such as the
Soviet-American Gallium Experiment (SAGE), have yielded count rates, but energy spectra and particle direction have only
been seen in higher energy interactions, such as8Be fusionν, with detectors such as Super-Kamiokande (Super-K) and the
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO). Hence, over 98 percent of the solarν flux continues to be incompletely understood [2].
The detector methods used to date are depicted in Figure 2.

Knowingν direction and energy yields engineering benefits, for detector noise can be filtered. Scientific information emerges
too. Although helioseismology has strengthened the standard solar model, conflicts with solar surface composition data cast
doubt on conclusive claims for solar models [3]. Proportionality between solarν flux and core temperature (to wit, inverse
proportionality forpp νe [4]) could create the decisive exhibit in this case. More, detectedν have a mean free path of 1 AU,
reaching Earth in 8 minutes, whereasγ have a mean free path of less than1010 solar radii [5], reaching Earth only after a million
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E-BUBBLE CONCEPT

Figure 2:ν energy spectrum and detection methods [3].

years. A view ofν in the sun with accurate readings of the direction and energy of individual particles would construct the most
vivid and current picture yet known. Scant information exists about the state of the center of the sun today.

The discovery ofν oscillations has helped to clarify uncertainties about the solar model. Nevertheless, those oscillations
remain poorly understood, particularly in the transition region between the matter oscillations experienced by8Be chainν and
the vacuum oscillations seen in7Be andpp chainν. With sufficient observations to cement our understanding ofν oscillation,ν
luminosity could be better determined. Then, theν luminosity of the sun could be compared with the long-knownγ luminosity in
order to confirm that the sun produces its energy is quasi-steady state fusion reactions; at present, the ratio of the two luminosity
indicates is far from unity [3]:

Lsolar(ν inferred)
Lsolar(γ inferred)

= 1.4+0.2
−0.3.

As Bahcall writes in the cited article, “this result reflects once more the need for better determined low-energy neutrino fluxes.”
There exists an astrophysical mystery in Earth’s own sun. A new astronomical technique–and application of a phenomenon
discovered at the dawn of theν age–promises to solve this mystery.

E-BUBBLE CONCEPT

νe to e− bubble recoil

At the dawn ofν astronomy, in 1961, C.G. Kuper described an unusual nanoscale phenomenon. Ion experiments in liquid
helium (LHe) indicated that bubbles congealed around free electrons (e−) [6]. Theseelectron bubbles, or e-bubbles, had radii
of 1.2 × 10−9 m. Potential barriers was keepinge− from entering the2s1 or 3s1 orbitals, while Pauli exclusion prevented the
surrounding atoms from approaching each other, creating a bubble encapsulating eache−. Very occasionally, multiplee− could
collect in a single bubble. Bubbles did not arise in argon (Ar) or larger atoms, for which polarization outweighs Pauli exclusion,
but liquid neon (LNe) and molecular hydrogen (H2) did sustain bubbles. Supercritical helium (He) and neon (Ne) share the
properties of LHe and LNe bubble formers.

E-bubbles formation lingered as a quantum curiosity for several decades, yet particle detectors have recently begun to exploit
their properties. Bubbles, due to their size, possess limited mobility. Since electron bubbles have few distinguishing properties,
a group of ionized, bubbled electrons in H2, He, or Ne fluid can be expected to travel at constant velocity under the influence of
an external force. Just as a zeppelin pushed by propeller suffers limited top speed in air, so an e-bubble attracted by an electric
field endures a maximum speed in noble gas. Having a sufficiently large detector and this known speed limit allows for e-bubble
creation events happening at about the same time to be plotted in three dimensions: e-bubble chambers become time projection
chambers. What sort of events create many e-bubbles at once? Ionizations trails left byνe fit the description.

Ionizations in e-bubble chambers occur by the same mechanisms as in gas-fileld detectors at room temperature. An e-bubble
chamber indeed differs mostly only in medium and temperature. Due to the hazards of H2 handling,He, Ne, or LHe andLNe
tend to be used, necessitating cryogenic temperatures typically between 1 and 40 K. As detection media, the gases remain fully
sensitive to ionizing activity. Such activity can include ionizing radiation, such asα, β, andγ rays, just as it can includeνe.
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Distance to time projection E-BUBBLE CONCEPT

Estimates based on the solarpp reaction ratio of6.2×1010 cm−2s−1 [7] and the equation forν reaction cross-section [8] specify
thepp νe to e− scattering event rate. This event takes the form

e− + νe → νe + e−.

For LNe, thepp νe to e− scattering event rate should reach6.74 × 10−1 kg−1yr−1 [9]. By contrast, the event rate for higher-
energy neutrinos at Super-K stood at1.41 × 10−4 kg−1yr−1 during a 1998 run [10]. Relative to the8Be ν seen at SNO and
Super-K, themaximumpp νe recoil energy peaks at 261 keV for an electron scattered by app neutrino [11]. This puts distance
between a freee− and its parent ion, preventing recombination, but when ane− stops, an e-bubble will form. Low energyνe

fluxes stream more intensely out of the sun than any other; e-bubble detection would tap into their vast potential for science.

Distance to time projection

Electrons released from He or Ne atoms by scattering withpp fusion neutrinos do not typically remain stationary. Bahcall,
Kamionkowski, and Sirlin described the transfer function of interaction cross-section versusνe energy [12]. Noting the elasticity
of the scattering, the maximum energy transfer of 261 keV aforementioned does not deviate greatly from the mean. Despite their
infrequency, theνe to e− scattering scars He and Ne noticeably. With Ne ionization occurring at 35 eV, or 137 eV in the liquid
state [13], a singleνe scattering can liberate104 e−, leaving each surrounded by a bubble when it comes to rest. Resultant tracks
of e− should range from millimeters to centimeters in length, judging by NIST E-Star databases onβ range in He and Ne of the
equivalent pressure. Simulations with theCasinoMonte Carlo particle simulator have shown these tracks to branch perhaps by
π/6 radians, which would allow some directional and length resolution.

Assuming that a detector grid of sub-millimeter resolution functions in a cryogenic medium, 2D imaging of app fusionνe

track stands within reach. Better still, the constant velocity of e-bubbles subjected to external force–such as an electric drift field–
means that time-projection onto such a grid could be achieved, allowing 3D imaging with that 2D readout. Limited velocity also
means that undesirable avalanching can be prevented until electrons reach the grid, preserving resolution in space and time [9].
From the reconstructed track’s orientation and length, the direction and energy of the generatingpp νe could be ascertained. As
stated earlier, this would develop aνe photograph of the processes inside the center of the sun.

Fortunately, a sub-millimeter resolution grid exists. CERN has developed gas electron multipliers, or GEMs [14]. Taking the
form of hexagonal grids, GEMs amplify the charge signal of particle tracks in a gas detector, as well as producing a corresponding
light signal. Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) CCD cameras can photograph this light. Among the benefits of GEMs include
their scalability; GEMs can be mounted in parallel, covering a 2D plane at a cost on the order of US $1 million/m2, decreasing
with mass production. At a dot pitch of 140µm, this amounts to 51 megapixels/m2. Such resolution dramatically exceeds that
achievable at SNO or Super-K. Although it will not exorbitantly increase tracking precision, given the low energies and short
tracks ofpp neutrino-to-electron recoils, it will allow for markedly smaller detectors.

Progress with GEM detectors continues. A group led by Fraga and Policarpo has used GEMs at room temperature in Ar-
CF4 gas mixtures to produce images of tracks left by heavily ionizingα particles [15]. Through the summer of 2006, the
e-Bubble collaboration between Columbia University–Nevis Laboratories, Brookhaven National Laboratory, and Novosibirsk
State University made further work. E-Bubble has produce images ofα particle tracks embedded in cryogenic Ne and He at 77
K. These efforts demonstrated the operation of GEMs at low temperatures generally, and future work should show that GEMs
can detect tracks formed byβ particles at the 26 K temperatures expected to be needed for real e-bubble formation. When this
work has concluded, the promise of a new technique in astronomy should be shown.

Other methods to observepp fusionνe will supplement the e-bubble and GEM approach in the next generation of detectors.
The Molybdenum Observatory Of Neutrinos (MOON) is exploring a means to detect low energy solarν via inverseβ-decay
[16]. The Germanium Nitrogen Underground Setup (GENIUS) at Gran Sasso, the Low Energy Neutrino Spectroscopy (LENS),
and the Helium Roton Observation of Neutrinos (HERON) collaborations are promising experiments using mature scintillation
detection [11, 17, 18]. HERON uses e-bubbles, but relies on the initial scintillation light from theνe to e− scattering without
taking advantage of GEM technology. While the abundance of low energy solarν detectors feels exciting and encouraging to
astronomers, the scarcity of projects using the electron bubble and GEM combination beckons for correction. The results of
recent work suggest that an e-bubble/GEM observatory this may open widest the window into the center of the sun.
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Distance to time projection EXPERIMENT AT BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

Figure 3: EBC 0.9 L prototype diagram, showing neon (Ne)/helium (He) flow tubes, 10 kV leads and side windows [20].

EXPERIMENT AT BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

Structure: electron bubble chamber and vacuum jacket

The e-Bubble collaboration between Columbia University–Nevis Laboratories, Brookhaven National Laboratory, and Novosi-
birsk State University has carried out work to bring an e-bubble/GEM observatory into operation. In 2003, e-Bubble drafted
plans for a cryogenic fluid prototype chamber with a detector volume of 0.9 L. [19]. This prototype hasfully functioned in the
facilities of Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in Upton, Long Island, New York since 2005. It consists of an electron
bubble chamber (EBC) and a vacuum jacket, along with atmospheric/cryogenic, electric, electronic, and mechanical supports.
Although the prototype’s size, location above ground, and use of radioactively impure materials renders it incapable for neutrino
detection, its design has guided 1 m and 3 m diameter cylinder designs for observatories, and its usage has shown the effective-
ness of GEM technology in cryogenic noble gas operation. Ionization trails left by controlled244Cmα particle test sources show
that GEMs can convert streams of freee− to light, visible with COTS CCDs. Eventually,β particle test sources will mimicνe

ionization trails. Uniting the results of those tests with the fabrication of larger EBCs will demonstrate the efficacy of the plan.

Electron bubble chamber (EBC)

BNL’s EBC prototype contains a 0.9 L stainless steel cryostat and associated mechanisms. Capable of insulating gases at
temperatures as low as 1 K, the chamber has been planned and vetted with LHe at 4 K [19]. Secured with twelve bolts, the
bulkheads of the cylindrical vessel can withstand pressures up to 1.0 MPa (10 bar). Despite the pressure, five windows provide
a view of the interior–Two banks of two each sit across from each other, while a fifth portal rests on the bottom. These optical
quality viewports afford unique insight when liquid partially fills the chamber, such as during the photography of the surface
trapping effect of liquid neon conducted in summer 2005. Even when a single state supercritical fluid or gas permeates the EBC,
the side windows enable glances at the behavior of chamber contents and allow illumination of components for maintenance.
CCD photography of the GEMrequiresthe presence of the bottom window. Around the bottom window, ten 10 kV high voltage
leads provide electricity for the chamber; the GEMS demand upwards of 1 kV to operate. Figures 3 and 4 detail the exterior
features of the EBC.
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Structure: electron bubble chamber and vacuum jacket EXPERIMENT AT BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

Figure 4: EBC prototype: contains He/Ne and hydrogen (H2) impurity, α source.

Vacuum jacket

Cooling the EBC is the function of the vacuum jacket. Per its name, the vacuum jacket constitutes an insulating coat of
consecutive layers of stainless steel, sustaining a vacuum around the EBC [20]. Three shells surround the chamber: an outer
wall provides structural protection, an outer radiation shield covered with reflective blanketing provides thermal isolation, and an
inner radiation shield provides a final barrier against heat entry. Above the EBC sit the cryogenic fluid mixtures: liquid nitrogen
(LN) rests in a tank surrounding the reservoir for the primary detection medium, He or Ne. In that reservoir, Ne or He can be
cooled and pressured to the desired state, either liquid, supercritical fluid, or gas, and mixed with additional gases if desired.
Introducing H2 impurities on the order of 100 to 1000 ppm has experimentally optimized the GEM ionization avalanche that
generates charge and light for final readout. The fluid then flows directly from this reservoir into the EBC, through the tubes
indicated in Figure 3.

Note that the gases used to fill the medium reservoir and LNe tank can come from standard cylinders of compressed H2,
He, Ne, and N. To achieve the desired purity for the Ne/H2 gas mixtures, however, a getter system exists that can connect via
tubing to a conventional regulator. Once the necessary connections link up, adding additional gas transforms into a process
of manipulating valves, as the needed tubing, flange seals, and temperature gauges remain–aside from maintenance actions–
mechanically contiguous with the system.

As the EBC sits inside the vacuum jacket, accessing its interior involves disassembly of the entire lower part of the system.
Only after removing the three vacuum jacket walls can one access the interior to assemble GEMs or test sources. In the config-
uration used in the summer of 2006, one test source and three GEMs tied to a mounting fixture loosely sitting inside the EBC.
This fixture permitted GEM replacement, and such replacement took place early in the summer. The244Cm source, with an
activity around 50 kBq, emitted 5.902 MeVα particles from a 1 mm diameter hole in the holding canister.α particles radiated
2π isotropically during the time of the images that illustrate this report, although collimator installation ensued to facilitate more
precise tracking. The source stood above a stack of three GEMs, each about 1 cm2. A low voltage electric field guided ionized
electrons to the GEM holes, and an amateur astronomical quality CCD camera observed stimulated light via the bottom win-
dow. For the experimental run conducted, temperatures were too high to form electron bubbles, as the Ne medium remained at
remaining at the 77 K of the LN coolant. Nevertheless, the gathered results should apply to the lower temperatures (around 26
K) of the final gas mixtures.α particle tracks seem to glow through the GEM stack, proving the functionality of the technology
in noble gases at cryogenic temperatures: a heretofore uncertain success.
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Structure: electron bubble chamber and vacuum jacket EXPERIMENT AT BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

Characteristic LHe LNe Supercritical He/Ne

e- track length + - +

e-bubble drift time + + +

Surface tunneling + - +

Signal gain w/ H2 - + +

Table I: He vs. Ne for e-Bubble detection.

Mixtures: neon (Ne), helium (He), and hydrogen (H2)

Choices between gas mixtures must be made with care. Table I summarizes the three (properly four) options considered:
LHe, LNe, and supercritical He or Ne. Earlier, summer 2005 provided time to test liquids and the concept of a dual matter
phase detector. Initially, the dual phase concept seemed to distribute the attributes needed for high signal and gain. A liquid
sitting in the base of the detector, occupying the majority of the chamber volume, would provide a dense and mass-rich medium
suited to a high neutrino-electron recoil scattering rate. GEMs would be stacked in the top of the chamber, in the gaseous vapor
region. Liquid operation of the GEMs was found to require excessively high supply voltages. LHe and LNe had complementary
attributes. E-bubbles could form in both, but the track-lengths were longer in LHe, due to its lower density. In contrast, LHe
could not support the H2 impurities desirable for signal gain in the GEM stack, even though these impurities tend to range
less than 100 to 1000 ppm. Cryogenic liquids have the advantage of such low thermal energy that radioactive contaminants
precipitate out of the detection medium, but in LHe, the coldest substance apart from Bose-Einstein condensates, this behavior
became a liability.

With these characteristics in mind, the dual phase, liquid detection scheme has fallen out of favor. Particularly with LNe,
research and development encountered surface trapping concerns: e-bubbles would linger at the liquid-gas interface. This
behavior was modeled theoretically [9] and well as demonstrated experimentally, and arises from the difference in dielectric
constant between the two phases. Seen from the perspective of the electrostatic ‘method of images’ [21], surface trapping seems
predictable; as an e-bubble rises, its electric charge polarizes the surface, repelling the bubble. Classically, this presents the
e-bubble with an infinite potential barrier. Quantum mechanically, tunneling allows the e-bubble to exit in the gas phase from
the liquid, but the duration of e-bubble lingering at the interface was tolerable only for LHe. In LNe, it appeared that multiple
e-bubbles would collect on the surface before any escaped, corrupting time-to-height reconstruction. This motivated exploration
of the supercritical fluid concept.

A supercritical fluid exits between liquid and gas, forming at a temperature and pressure sufficiently high that the two phases
become indistinguishable. As seen in Table I, this allows all advantages to be obtained at once. At high pressure, detector
mass rises to produce event rates comparable with liquids, and the density of the medium permits e-bubble formation. Track
length can be controlled by way of pressure/density manipulations of the fluid. Surface troubles vanish along with the surface;
a supercritical fluid affords the luxury of a single phase detector, as GEM voltages need not be exceedingly high. Moreover,
the higher temperature compared to LHe and LNe allows both He and Ne fluids to host desired levels of H2 for signal gain.
Supercritical fluids appear to proffer the best combination of properties for a detection medium. Hence, the choice between
He and Ne becomes less crucial, though the relative density of Ne over He suggests that each will still support distinct uses.
Ne sustains high event rates, while He sustains longer tracks, for more precise energy and direction measurements. To use an
analogy from particle physics, Ne is the LHC, and He the ILC. Both will have their day, but Ne will probably come first.

Light: gas electron multipliers (GEMs)

Gas electron multipliers provide the amplification and the light conversion needed to see tracks, whether produced bypp
neutrino to electron scattering or by244Cm α sources. Figure 5 illustrates the mechanism and the appearance of a GEM
illuminated by a lamp. GEM theory sounds simple: a kapton layer on the scale of a hundred micrometers separates two sheets
of copper; the strata are then pierced with a hexagonal hole grid. When the copper sheets are raised to about 1 kV in a gaseous
environment, any charges drawn through the holes will be accelerated so rapidly as to trigger an avalanche of secondary charges,
with light emission in addition to the electron multiplication. Charge multiplication underlies the ability to stack GEMs: a
three-GEM stack at a ten-fold gain per GEM will have a net charge gain of103. Aside from the high voltages, GEMs remain
simple. Only two leads are needed to connect each device. Although GEMs can degrade due to irreversible kapton breakdown
leading to fused copper ground paths, this failure worsens gradually, preceded by a brief dimming and sparks before irreparable
loss. Furthermore, only single GEMs are affected, not a whole stack. This makes GEMs highly scalable, ideal for producing the
readout for a 1 to 3 m neutrino detector. However, the combination of GEMs with CCD photography of the converted light had
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Light: gas electron multipliers (GEMs) IMAGE ANALYSIS

Figure 5: GEM profile, showing light production [22, Wallmark, 2000] and the hexagonal grid [e-Bubble Collaboration].

Figure 6:α source image: 3 atm Ne + 0.01 % H2, 30 s exposure.

yet to be extensively tested until summer 2006.

IMAGE ANALYSIS

End readout: CCD image

In the process of detecting solarpp fusion, He or Ne fluid stops neutrinos and coalesces into e-bubbles, and an electric
field conveys the e-bubbles at constant, slow velocity to GEMs, which amplify the charge and generate light. Thence, a CCD
camera generates the final signal readout. Direct charge readout of the GEM looks impossible with contemporary miniaturized
technologies at cryogenic temperatures, due to mechanical bond strength degradation. To produce a 3D reconstruction of the
e-bubble track via time projection, said CCD camera must photograph the hexagonal GEM grid rapidly enough to capture
individual GEM holes glowing and dimming. While the work in summer 2006 at BNL involved neither e-bubble formation
nor time projected reconstruction, it did demonstrate CCD operation at a rate up to 1 kHz. An amateur astronomical grade
CCD camera, physically placed outside the EBC and vacuum jacket, attached to a Sig lens and an adjustable aluminum mount
machined at Nevis Laboratories, took rapid exposures of the topmost GEM surface. All three GEMs were immersed in cryogenic
He and Ne. Using a244Cmα source to induce thousands of ionized electrons per decay, bright images, such as shown in Figure 6,
developed that revealed unanticipated camera modality. This engendered experience for CCD imaging throughout the scientific
existence of the detector.

Standard practice in CCD imagery recommends takingdark frames, exposures of the camera in total darkness, to aid calibra-
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End readout: CCD image IMAGE ANALYSIS
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Figure 7: Graphs, comprised from sets of vertically interlaced (binned) and progressive (high resolution) frames, of the mean, across all pixels
in frames of set duration, of the deviation in each pixel across all frames.
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Figure 8: Graphs, comprised from sets of vertically interlaced (binned) and progressive (high resolution) frames, of the mean, across all pixels
in frames of set duration, of the mean of each pixel across all frames, with a value subtracted equal to the lowest such mean.

tion. Figures 7-10 depict the results of these images. Note that the results remain independent of EBC contents and conditions–
while technically camera specific, they carry significance to the experiment regardless of final equipment selection, because they
explore common features. Flushing behavior analysis gives a case in point. As seen in Figures 7-10, every pixel intensity para-
meter, including variation, increases as frame duration lengthens from 1 to 100 seconds. All parameters appear to peak around
30 to 60 seconds on account of the sampling intervals chosen for graphing. This phenomenon arises due to the accumulation of
noise, known as CCD dark current. Dark current constitutes spurious charge on the charge coupled devices, and tends to have a
baseline on each frame in addition to an amount proportional to the duration of the exposure. On the CCD camera used, this be-
havior was seen up to about 100 second, when an automatic flushing mechanism cleansed the CCD of noise. This feature caused
distress until it its explanation materialized, as the CCD invoked it without user input. After this cleansing, noise increased
again, up through the longest duration exposures measured in the Figures. This behavior will not greatly affect future operations,
as interest lies in short duration (sub-millisecond) frame sequences that have low time-proportional noise. Nevertheless, the
discovery of this ‘service’ serves as an alert for the importance of readout timing and clearing issues.

Gas spectra: GEM colors

Color filters placed between the bottom window and the lens-CCD assembly allowed spectral measurements of GEM light
emissions. These emission spectra, taken in Ne, corresponding with known Ne spectra, as seen in Figures 11 and 12. Mea-
surements took place when a filter was laid on top of the lens while the camera assembly was attached to the bottom of the
vacuum jacket, aligned with the EBC bottom window. Black rubber and tape insulated the camera assembly from light leakage.
E-Bubble collaboration experimenters took images of the GEM surface with the244Cm α source inserted and the GEM stack
turned on, while Ne was kept at 77 K and 500 kPa (5 bar) in a gaseous state, with either 100 or 1000 ppm H2. Analysis studied
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Particle tracking: α source IMAGE ANALYSIS
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Figure 9: Graphs, comprised from sets of vertically interlaced (binned) and progressive (high resolution) frames, of the mean, across all pixels
in frames of set duration, of the mean of each pixel across all frames.
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Figure 10: Graph, for all frames, of the deviation in pixel values across all frames of set duration.

individual frames. Manual survey of images such as Figure 6 through theGIMP image editor determined bounding boxes for the
dark and light regions of frames; since exposures lasted 1 to 30 seconds, millions of alpha particle ionizations filled a hemisphere
around the emission hole, producing the round distribution seen in the figure. For these measurements, the resultant blurring of
individual tracks was desirable for averaging. AC++ program found the mean pixel intensity in each region, running twice to
allow determination and subtraction of the average of the dark region from the light region, in order to compensate for noise.

The results of each impurity level looked similar, indicating the invariance of the Ne emission with the addition of the H2

avalanche-inducing impurity. This fact confirms the expectation that GEM color stems from the gas medium where the GEM
resides. As noted before, the constructed spectrum accords with that known for Ne [23]. Note that in Figures 11 and 12, the peaks
in the graphed spectra match the bright lines in the displayed Ne spectrum, which spans from 400 to 700 nm. Measurements
of He also appeared, although analysis has not taken place yet. These spectra form the first known from GEM emissions in
cryogenic noble gases.

Particle tracking: α source

Short duration (1 ms), high gain imagery may have shown individualα particle tracks. Although the software to determine
the orientation of particular tracks was the providence of a different section of the collaboration, certain images do not require
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Particle tracking: α source IMAGE ANALYSIS
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Figure 11: Ne + 0.10 % H2 spectrum, 2006-07-18, with known Ne spectrum from 400 to 700 nm.
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Figure 12: Ne + 0.01 % H2 spectrum, 2006-07-19, with known Ne spectrum from 400 to 700 nm.

software to analyze. Witness Figure 13. The anisotropic variations in the frames, though not as clear as those taken in room
temperature Ar-CF4 by Fraga and Policarpo [15], are highly promising. The upper left frame shows a faint glow reaching up and
left from the center of the glowing source, and the upper right frame illustrates a trail reaching farther out along the same ray.
The bottom image shows this glow subsiding. Computer modeling explains the blurring effects, as described in the following
section.

Images in mind, if gain can be increased to make the GEMs work with less ionizingβ sources, and frames can be taken at a
higher rate, then the e-Bubble collaboration between Columbia University–Nevis Laboratories, Brookhaven National Laborato-
ries, and Novosibirsk State University stands tantalizing close to imaging neutrino tracks that started in the heart of the sun. All
that is needed hence would be more GEMs, better CCDs, and a new EBC–a tall order in itself, and one that required substantial
modeling through the course of the summer. These models, too, showed promise.
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Image interpretation: α source MODELS

Figure 13: Comparison of three sequential 1 ms exposures at high gain, showing244Cm α source; with about 10 kBq activity, only several
tracks are expected in a frame of this duration, which are possibly indicated by the anisotropic variation from frame to frame.

MODELS

Image interpretation: α source

Computer simulations allowed comparison of theoretical models and experimental images, as well as predictions of future
detector performance. The particle physics packageGeant4.7.1, along with the data analysis systemROOT, allowed C++
programming of theActivemodel of the detector.

Based on theTestEm3exercise included withGeant, and later modified to simulate the proposed 1 m diameter detector
expansion, the model was first used to help interpret images of the approximately 10 kBq244Cm α source. Because the source
has a diameter of 1 cm, and an uncollimated, 2π emission region of only 1 mm diameter, the size of the detector did not need to
modified to prove valid. In this arrangement, placed at the center of the detector coordinate system, a 0.5 mm radius disk of 1
µm thickness radiated 5.902 MeVα particles4π isotropically and homogeneously throughout its volume, which was filled with
244Cm. This cylinder was mounted on a 1 cm cylinder of stainless steel of 1 mm thickness. Plots of the ionization energies and
positions assisted with image interpretation of theα source.

In a revised version of this simulation, the source was deleted. Instead, 0.604 MeV and 2.614 MeVγ particles were radiated
isotropically and homogeneously from the 12 mm thick BeCu walls of the proposed 1 m detector. These particles are expected
from trace contamination of the wall from, respectively,238U and232T decays. While multiple gamma ray scattering in the
detector can be eliminated, reducing noise duringpp neutrino detection runs, single-scattering cannot [11]. Hence, a means of
determining the minimal background as a function of wall activity and position within the detector was sought. It was assumed
that other sources of radioactive noise would be reduced by careful site selection (ideally in an underground laboratory), air
purification against radon, and shielding.

Discussion of theGeantsimulations occurs in the following sections, build uponROOTanalysis. The README document
that explains the essentials of program execution, along with a copy of core source code forActive, resides in the appendix.
These documents are presented unmodified from the form implemented for construction theγ background simulation.
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Image interpretation: α source MODELS

Figure 14:α particle, 1 track, 5 atm Ne–ionizations (mm).

Figure 15:α particles, 4276 tracks, 5 atm Ne–ionizations (mm).

Simulated:α paths

Figures 14 and 15 illustrate the appearance ofα particle ionization tracks, with 1 and 4276 trails, respectively.ROOThas
plotted the positions of each ionizing event in 3D space. The results of the simulation for Figure 14 show that individual tracks
tend to be thin structures terminating in a short tip, surrounded by a cloud of secondary ionizations. Figure 15 dramatically
demonstrates the intensity of theα source and the reason for harnessing it as a test object for the GEM. A globe of equally many
ionizations shines after less than a tenth of a millisecond exposure of the source within Ne.

Figure 16: 1α track, 5atm Ne–CW from top left: count, energy, 2D intensity, intensity section.

13



Proposed future detector: γ background MODELS

Figure 17: 4276α tracks, 5atm Ne–CW from top left: count, energy, 2D intensity, intensity section.

Figure 18: Actualα source intensity section: 3 atm Ne + 0.01 % H2, 30 s exposure.

Simulated:α sections

Comparing the four histograms depicted in both Figures 16 and 17 contrasts the respective power of 1 and 4276 ionizations
in Ne. Although the binning of theROOTanalysis influences the display of the 2D intensity plot, seen in the lower right hand
corner of the images, one can still perceive the gradual drop-off seen in the actual CCD images of GEMs. Compare with the
profile of an actual image, seen in Figure 18. The image editorImageJextracted a 1D cross section, which one can compare
with the sections in the lower left corners of Figure 16 and 17. Aside from aspect ratio and the superimposed of the GEM grid’s
sawtooth pattern on Figure 18, the cross-sections closely resemble each other, indicating the success of the modeling project.

Proposed future detector:γ background

Detecting a statistically significant number of solarpp fusion neutrino scatterings will require expanding the 0.9 L EBC at
Brookhaven National Laboratories. Considering that the event rate is estimated to be6.74 × 10−1 kg−1yr−1 [9], a detector of
several tons is desirable to obtain rates of several hundred events per year. Designs have been drafted for cylindrical chambers
with fiducial volume diameters of 1 m and 3 m, sharing support system commonality. Only the addition of a refrigeration unit
would be needed to progress from the 1 m to the 3 m device. Despite the engineering elegance of this solution, the detections
must justify themselves scientifically. The purpose of theγ ray background simulations was to determine how well the 1 m
detector might detect solar neutrinos, in light of radioactive decays from the walls.

Self-shielding effects exhibited by Ne in this simulation help define the limits of the fiducial volume. Figures 19-22 illustrate,
as a function of radiusr and of heightz along the detector, the event rate, normalized to wall activity and the number of events
in the simulation run (105). The units along the horizontal axis in each graph are centimeters, and the bins 10 centimeters each.
They show the average activity/volume, normalized to wall activity, in units of (Bq cm3 s)−1. For comparison, recall the basic,
bremstrahhlung-free model of radiation shielding. For an initial fluxA0, radiation decreases exponentially as it passes through
a distancex in a shielding medium of mass absorption coefficientµ and densityρ [24]:

A(x) = A0e
− x

µρ .

One would expect a dense detection medium, such as supercritical Ne fluid, to partly shield itself from residual radioactivity
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Proposed future detector: γ background MODELS

Figure 19:γ particles, 0.609 MeV, 100000 decays, critical density 26 K Ne.

Figure 20:γ particles, 0.609 MeV, 100000 decays, liquid density 26 K Ne.

embedding in the detector walls. This expectation bears out in Figures 19-22. Although certain artifacts are present in the
graphs, such as the asymmetry in the graphs of event rate versus height within the detector, much if not all can be attributed to
the off-centering of the detector coordinate system. Consequently, placement of the bins occurred asymmetrically with respect
to the walls from which events originated. Additionally, some statistical variation is seen–despite105 decays being generated in
Geant, only about two thousand Compton or photoelectric scattering events took place involving aγ ray that scattered exactly
once within the detector volume. Nevertheless, the results prove intelligible. ‘Liquid’ densities of 1.209 g/cm3 provided more
rapid shielding than ‘critical’ densities of 0.48191 g/cm3, as comparing Figure 19 and 21 to 20 and 22 reveals. Contrasting
Figures 19 and 20 with 21 and 22 shows the greater penetrating depth of 2.614 MeVγ rays, compared to 0.614 MeV. The decay
in the count rate very roughly matches the theoretically exponential decay.

In each case, the noise floor at the center of the detector reaches about2.0 × 10−9 (Bq cm3 s)−1. Since the figure remains
roughly constant, further discussion will refer to all wall-basedγ decays collectively. Note that the count rate is probably
conservative; both the radially-divided bins that stretched vertically through the detector and the height-divided bins that sliced
the detector into miniature disks counted regions outside the fiducial volume. Additionally, while single-scattering was imposed
as a cut, no energy cut was made. Examination of the Compton and photoelectric scattering energy spectrum in comparison to

Figure 21:γ particles, 2.614 MeV, 100000 decays, critical density 26 K Ne.
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Proposed future detector: γ background MODELS

Figure 22:γ particles, 2.614 MeV, 100000 decays, liquid density 26 K Ne.

Figure 23: Electron range in Ne versus energy, normalized to Ne density [13]

the energy spectrum of electrons liberated in neutrino recoils would offer a further background reduction. A limit on the possible
improvement arises due to the resolution of the GEM grid. As noted earlier, the hole pitch of the grid is 140µm. NIST E-Star
charts, such as Figure 23, reveal that the range of a 261 keV electron–the maximum energy possible from app fusion neutrino
recoil–is approximately 670µm in liquid density Ne and 1700µm in critical density Ne. Dividing these ranges by the hole pitch
yields the number of energy bins obtainable in those densities: respectively, about 5 and 12. The number of bins is the maximum
ratio by which SNR could improve, if energy cuts were made.

Furthermore, the plots do not show the tracks left by the recoil from theγ ray scattering. If the orientation of a recoil track
can be determined, it can be compared to the tracks expected from neutrinos–neutrinos should appear to come predominantly
from the sun,γ almost isotropically from the walls. Use of theCasinoMonte Carlo particle simulator during the summer by Dr.
R. Galea suggested that neutrino-electron recoil track orientation could be narrowed toπ/6 radian diameter cones. This would
allow a further background reduction by a factor of(2π/(π/6))2, or 144. Neglecting gains due to fiducial volume and energy
cuts, and losses due to the radioactive background of the laboratory and radon contamination in the air, this allows one to set a
maximum acceptable contamination in the wall. Seeking unitary signal to noise ratio, the calculation proceeds below.

Begin with a solarpp neutrino event rate of6.74× 10−1 kg−1yr−1 [9] for Ne at liquid density. Based off of the engineering
plans for the 1 m detector, the source codeDetectorConstruction.ccwhich is replicated in the appendix, contains relevant
quantities for many aspects of the future EBC. From there, the Ne mass contained in the 1 m class detector can be determined.
The relevant parameters are the density, 1.209 g/cm3, or 1209 kg/m3, the radius, 0.80034 m, and the height, 2.06627 m. Given
the mass of Ne in the detector cylinder, the event rate is then

2.06627 m× π(8.0034× 10−1 m)2 × 1.209× 103 kg/m3 × 6.74× 10−1 kg−1 yr−1 = 3.39× 103 yr−1.

Converting the aforementioned noise floor count rate into units of (Bq m3 yr)−1 and accounting for detector size, one obtains a
count rate normalized to detector activity:

2.0× 10−9( Bq cm3 s)−1 × (100 cm/m)3 × 3.6525× 102 day/yr× 8.6400× 104 s/day× 2.06627 m× π(8.0034× 10−1 m)2
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Proposed future detector: γ background CONCLUSION

Information Density (kg m−3) Closest PhaseUnitary SNR activity (Bq m−3) Unitary SNR activity (Bq kg−1)

Count 4.819×102 Critical 2.9×10−2 3.3×10−4

Count 1.209×103 Liquid 7.6×10−2 8.3×10−6

Count, Direction 4.819×102 Critical 4.3×100 4.8×10−4

Count, Direction 1.209×103 Liquid 1.1×101 1.2×10−3

Count, Direction, Energy4.819×102 Critical 5.1×101 5.7×10−3

Count, Direction, Energy1.209×103 Liquid 5.1×101 5.7×10−3

Table II: Tabulated results for maximum tolerable wall activity to achieve unitary SNR with solar neutrinos, in fiducial volume, a 1 m class
detector filled with 26 K Ne. Both densities are supercritical, but ‘liquid’ sits on the verge.

= 2.6× 105 Bq−1 yr1.

Dividing the former quantity by the latter, one obtains the raw figure on the maximum tolerable wall activity for unitary SNR of
pp neutrino events overγ background:

3.39× 103 yr−1

2.6× 105 Bq−1 yr1
= 1.3× 10−2 Bq.

Again fromDetectorConstruction.ccin the appendix, one can calculate that the volume of 12 mm thick BeCu wall is

(2× π(8.0034× 10−1 m)2 + 2π(8.0034× 10−1 m× 2.06627 m))× 1.2× 10−2 m = 1.7× 10−1 m3.

Furthermore, one can infer thatπ/6 radian directional resolution would enhance SNR by a factor of 144, since only theγ rays
from the direction of the sun would affect the noise. This translates to a higher maximum tolerable wall activity:

1.44× 102 × 1.3× 10−2 Bq
1.7× 10−1 m3

= 1.1× 101 Bq m−3.

Noting that the density of BeCu, from DetectorConstruction.cc, was taken to be 8960 kg m−3, the above figure translates to a
wall activity of

1.1× 101 Bq m−3

8.960× 103 kg m−3
= 1.2× 10−3 Bq kg−1.

Note that these results apply to the detector filled with Ne at 26 K and liquid density, 1209 kg m−3. If filled with neon at critical
density, the figures decrease according to the ratio of the densities,481.9/1209 = 0.399. Cuts based on energy resolution could
improve results even further. Since density stands in inverse proportion to energy resolution, liquid and critical density Ne regain
equal footing, having their maximum tolerable wall activities multiplied by respective absolute maximums of 5 and 12. One can
tabulate the results as done in Table II.

Table II’s contents arbitrate the feasibility of doing astronomy with a 1 m diameter chamber. If BeCu walls can be found with
activity below the minimum tolerable wall activity, then imaging of solarpp fusion neutrinos will become visible. The accuracy
of theGeantsimulator andROOTanalysis provides the only concern, so long as radon can be filtered from the laboratory air
and the detector apparatus shielded from terrestrial radiation sources. If these factors or the purity of the wall prove inadequate,
then astronomical observations must be postponed till the construction of the larger, 3 m detector.

CONCLUSION

Apparatus Scalability

Plans include scaling the detector to a device 3.0 m wide by 6.5 m long. Only an additional refrigeration unit need be added.
Larger size will lead to better statistics on solarpp fusion neutrinos, and ultimately, to data on neutrinos originating from other
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README APPENDIX

astrophysical sources of interest. Detection rate rises proportionally to the size of the detector, regardless of whether a single
enclosure encases the detector or whether an array of chambers rasterizes the readout. To achieve higher SNR floors, however,
EBC size must increase to provide self-shielding against radioactive decays in the detector walls. Since He and Ne detection
media precipitate away radioactive contaminants, background should shrink indefinitely as detector size increases. Therefore,
the electron bubble particle detector concept ought to prove highly scalable. The e-Bubble collaboration intends to scale the
device as far as needed to render theν sun.

Astrophysical Niche

E-bubble methods will open observations for the greatest proportion of solarνe–those originating frompp fusion [25]. From
this enormous flux, particle physicists will enjoy an opportunity to study neutrino oscillation [25] with high statistical precision,
complementing terrestrial long-baseline studies; completing the mixing matrix will cap the standard model and, perhaps, point
the way to a successor. Moreover, solar physicists will benefit from immediate access to the inner workings of the sun–stellar
behavior can be studied with a lag time measured not in the millions of years it takesγ light to emerge, but in the weeks it takes
to integrate aν picture. Solar cycles will be illuminated. Astrophysicists will benefit as well [1]. The same reactions that reveal
the workings of the sun will reveal other stars, and still others at low energy will alert watchers to supernovae and perhaps to the
interiors of neutron stars. E-bubbles can help astronomy delve deep into new realms–within a decade, this new eye should open
for the first time.
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APPENDIX

README

S T A R T

--~~--~~--~~--~~--~~--
TITLE
--~~--~~--~~--~~--~~--

Active

Electron Bubble Particle Detector
Columbia University--Nevis Laboratories

Simulator for Geant 4.7.1
Last revised by Grant David Meadors on 2006-07-25 (JD 2453942)

Curium-244 to Plutonium-240 Alpha Particle Radioactive Decay
&
Copper Gamma Particle Radioactive Decay
Version 1.6.0
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--~~--~~--~~--~~--~~--
VERSION LOG
--~~--~~--~~--~~--~~--

v 1.0
Implemented code for tracking the endpoints of primary particles

when they had ionizing interactions in gaseous neon.
v 1.1

Implemented code for also tracking the energies of those and more general
interactions, along with the energy of alpha particles upon initial entry

into the gaseous neon.

v 1.2
Streamlined code and further implemented step number tracking. Added energy

and position characteristics for gammas.

v 1.3
Revised ROOT-Tuple code dramatically, implementing a highly parallel name

and filling structure. Prepared for vectorized filling of position
expected in future version.
Changed name from "SourceProfile" to "Active."

v 1.4
Added the ROOT macro "Activate.C" to analyze data and expanded histogram

set.Significantly simplified materials tracking process, improving speed
and memory consumption.

v 1.5
Adjusted the program to observe the gamma decay background in the copper

walls. Reduced array size to improve speed three-fold. Added the Scatter
variable to track the type of ionization scattering occuring. Revised
Activate to properly keep track of Counts and Energies--effects which
did appear in the alpha study proved problematic with gamma runs.
Corrected the generator to randomly produce gamma rays in both the
cylindrical walls and the cap of the detector.

v 1.6
Added an Event variable, to track the order in which events occur.

Corrected detector walls to copper-beryllium. Commented out other
ionizations in the tuple to cut Tuple size by a factor of 20 for the
gamma study. Commented out particle name and energy in
PrimaryGeneratorAction; now these parameters are controlled solely by
the macro. Added units to PrimaryGeneratorAction.

Rebinned ROOT histograms. Commented out all histograms except those for the
gas. To restore the alpha simulation abilities of this program, re-comment
the appropriate lines in DetectorConstruction.cc,
PrimaryGeneratorAction.cc, Tuple.cc, and Activate.C. In the first, change
the density of gaseous neon and uncomment the section marked for the
alpha study. In the second, re-comment the sections marked for the
alpha and gamma studies. In the third, scroll to the stepping action,
uncomment all scattering/ionization types, and re-comment the
particle name check on energy. In the fourth, scroll to the
filling section, uncomment the other ionizations in the scatter
check, and comment the single-scattering check. If desired,
uncomment the histograms and filling for the other environments.
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Then recompile.

--~~--~~--~~--~~--~~--
USAGE
--~~--~~--~~--~~--~~--

Setup Geant 4.7.1 on the computer used for the simulation.
Setup ROOT on the same.
Switch to the ../Active/v1.6.0 directory.
Compile using "make"
Check the the binary is linked to this directory.

Edit the Geant macro file, ../Active/v1.6.0/vis.mac, as needed.
Run using "Active"
Examine the ROOT-Tuple, ../Active/v1.6.0/Tuple.root, in two possible ways:

1. Open ROOT by running "setup root && root -l", then typing "TBrowser b",
clicking on "Tuple.root", then right-clicking on "eBubble" to start the
Treeviewer, or

2. Open ROOT by running "setup root && root -l", then running
".L Activate.C", "Activate t", and "t.Loop()" in sequence. This
generates the most useful plots automatically.

The recommended course of action is to run a file using Geant, then move the
Tuple to a separate data directory for analysis. There, run Activate.C on
Tuple.root as above, and when finished, rename and relocate Tuple.root for
storage. Activate.C only analyses files named
’Tuple.root’.

E N D

Active.C, in place of Activate.C

#define Active_cxx
#include "Active.h"
#include <TH1.h>
#include <TH2.h>
#include <TStyle.h>
#include <TCanvas.h>

// int main (int argc, char ** argv)
// {
// return 0 ;
// }
// #endif

void Active::Loop( )
{

// In a ROOT session, you can do:
// Root > .L Activate.C
// Root > Activate t
// Root > t.GetEntry(12); // Fill t data members with entry number 12
// Root > t.Show(); // Show values of entry 12
// Root > t.Show(16); // Read and show values of entry 16
// Root > t.Loop(); // Loop on all entries
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//

// This is the loop skeleton where:
// jentry is the global entry number in the chain
// ientry is the entry number in the current Tree
// Note that the argument to GetEntry must be:
// jentry for TChain::GetEntry
// ientry for TTree::GetEntry and TBranch::GetEntry
//
// To read only selected branches, Insert statements like:
// METHOD1:
// fChain->SetBranchStatus(" * ",0); // disable all branches
// fChain->SetBranchStatus("branchname",1); // activate branchname
// METHOD2: replace line
// fChain->GetEntry(jentry); //read all branches
//by b_branchname->GetEntry(ientry); //read only this branch ... if only
// I could read this so easily.

if (fChain == 0) return;

// The Set-up code goes here.
// For the baseline gamma-ray study, uncomment only * Gas objects;

TH1* CountGasHist = new TH1F ("CountGas", "Ionized Particles vs. Counts in Gas",
20, 0, 10) ;

CountGasHist-> GetXaxis ( )-> SetTitle ("Counts in Gas");
CountGasHist-> GetXaxis ( )-> SetLabelSize(0.03);
CountGasHist-> GetYaxis ( )-> SetTitle ("Particles (No.)");
CountGasHist-> GetYaxis ( )-> SetLabelSize(0.03);
CountGasHist-> GetYaxis ( )-> SetTitleOffset(1.5);

TH1* EnergyTotalGasHist = new TH1F ("EnergyTotalGas",
"Ionized Particles vs. Energy Total in Gas", 30, 0, 3);
EnergyTotalGasHist-> GetXaxis ( )-> SetTitle ("Energy Total in Gas (MeV)");
EnergyTotalGasHist-> GetYaxis ( )-> SetTitle ("Particles (No.)");
EnergyTotalGasHist-> GetYaxis ( )-> SetTitleOffset(1.5);

TH1* RateDensityGasRHist = new TH1F ("RateDensityGasR",
"Average Gas Compton & Photoelectric Rate/(Volume Activity) vs. Radius", 10, 0, 100);
RateDensityGasRHist-> GetXaxis ( )-> SetTitle ("Radius (cm)");
RateDensityGasRHist-> GetYaxis ( )-> SetTitle ("Rate/(Volume Activity) (Bq cm^3 s)^(-1)");
RateDensityGasRHist-> GetYaxis ( )-> SetTitleOffset(1.5);

TH1* RateDensityGasZHist = new TH1F ("RateDensityGasZ",
"Average Gas Compton & Photoelectric Rate/(Volume Activity) vs. Height", 25, -100, 150);

RateDensityGasZHist-> GetXaxis ( )-> SetTitle ("Height (cm)");
RateDensityGasZHist-> GetYaxis ( )-> SetTitle ("Rate/(Volume Activity) (Bq cm^3 s)^-1");
RateDensityGasZHist-> GetYaxis ( )-> SetTitleOffset(1.5);

Long64_t nentries = fChain-> GetEntriesFast();

Long64_t nbytes = 0, nb = 0;
for (Long64_t jentry = 0; jentry < nentries; jentry++)

{
Long64_t ientry = LoadTree(jentry);
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if (ientry < 0) break;
nb = fChain->GetEntry(jentry); nbytes += nb;
if (Cut(ientry) < 0) continue;

// The Loop code goes here.
Float_t Pi = 3.1415927 ;
Int_t CountGas = 0 ;
Float_t EnergyTotalGas = 0 ;

for
(

Int_t i = 0 ;
i < Count ;
i++

)
{

if
(

Scatter[i] == 1 || // Compton scattering,
// Scatter[i] == 2 || // other ionization,

Scatter[i] == 3 // photoelectric effect.
)
{

PositionR[i] = sqrt(PositionX[i] * PositionX[i] + PositionY[i] * PositionY[i]) ;

if ( Material[i] == 1) // Air
{

// Intentionally left blank.
}

else if ( Material[i] == 2) // Gaseous neon
{

CountGas ++ ;
}

else if ( Material[i] == 3 ) // Copper walls
{

// Intentionally left blank.
}

else
{
}

}
else

{
}

}
if (CountGas == 1) // For studying single-scattering.

{
for

(
Int_t i = 0 ;
i < Count ;
i++

)
{
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if
(

Scatter[i] == 1 || // Compton scattering,
// Scatter[i] == 2 || // other ionization,

Scatter[i] == 3 // photoelectric effect.
)
{

if ( Material[i] == 2) // Gaseous Neon.
{

EnergyTotalGas
= EnergyTotalGas
+ Energy[i] ;
// Converting to centimeters:
PositionGasR[i] = 0.1 * PositionR[i] ;
PositionGasZ[i] = 0.1 * PositionZ[i] ;

// Start for loop to determine where interactions
// occur in R, and then normalize them to the area and
// height of the histogram bins defined above.
// This ensures that we have a rate
// corresponding to the number of events
// and the volume of the bin.
for

(
Int_t j = 0 ;
j < 10 ;
j ++

)
{

if
(

// Use cylindrical strips of 100 cm / 10 bins
PositionGasR[i] > j &&
PositionGasR[i] < (j+1)

)
{

// Converted to centimeters,
// normalized to events,
// then height (from DetectorConstruction.cc),
// then strip area in cm.
RateDensityGasR[i] =
1 / (100000 * 204.267

* Pi * (2 * j + 1) * 100.) ;
}

else
{
}

}
// No for loop is needed for Z, as its area is contant.
// Radius taken from DetectorConstruction.cc.
// Moreover, the height of each bin is constantly 10 cm.
RateDensityGasZ[i] = 1 / (100000 * 10.

* Pi * (80.034 * 80.034)) ;
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RateDensityGasRHist->Fill(PositionGasR[i], RateDensityGasR[i]) ;
RateDensityGasZHist->Fill(PositionGasZ[i], RateDensityGasZ[i]) ;

}
else

{
}

}
else

{
}

}
}

else
{
}

CountGasHist->Fill(CountGas);
EnergyTotalGasHist->Fill(EnergyTotalGas);

}

// The Wrap-up code goes here
TCanvas * Active = new TCanvas ("GraphGasCount", "GraphGasCount", 20, 20, 2000, 2000);

GraphGasCount-> Range (0, 0, 5, 10);
GraphGasCount-> SetBorderSize (2);
GraphGasCount-> SetLeftMargin (0.2);
GraphGasCount-> SetFrameFillColor (0);

CountGasHist-> Draw ();
TCanvas * Active = new TCanvas ("GraphGasEnergy", "GraphGasEnergy", 20, 20, 2000, 2000);

GraphGasEnergy-> Range (0, 0, 5, 20);
GraphGasEnergy-> SetBorderSize (2);
GraphGasEnergy-> SetLeftMargin (0.2);
GraphGasEnergy-> SetFrameFillColor (0);

EnergyTotalGasHist-> Draw ();
TCanvas * Active = new TCanvas ("GraphGasR", "GraphGasR", 20, 20, 2000, 2000);

GraphGasR-> Range (0, 0, 100, 100);
GraphGasR-> SetBorderSize (2);
GraphGasR-> SetLeftMargin (0.2);
GraphGasR-> SetFrameFillColor (0);

RateDensityGasRHist-> Draw ();
TCanvas * Active = new TCanvas ("GraphGasZ", "GraphGasZ", 20, 20, 2000, 2000);

GraphGasZ-> Range (-100, 0, 150, 100);
GraphGasZ-> SetBorderSize (2);
GraphGasZ-> SetLeftMargin (0.2);
GraphGasZ-> SetFrameFillColor (0);

RateDensityGasZHist-> Draw ();

}

Active.h, in place of Activate.h

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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// This class has been automatically generated on
// Thu Jun 1 14:12:31 2006 by ROOT version 5.10/00
// from TTree tree1/Reconstruction ntuple
// found on file: experiment.root
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#ifndef Active_h
#define Active_h

#include <TROOT.h>
#include <TChain.h>
#include <TFile.h>

#define MaximumCount 16384
//#define MaximumCountAir 16384
#define MaximumCountGas 16384
//#define MaximumCountWall 16384

class Active {
public :

TTree * fChain; //!pointer to the analyzed TTree or TChain
Int_t fCurrent; //!current Tree number in a TChain

// Declaration of leave types
Float_t Pi;
Int_t Event;
Int_t Count;

// Int_t CountAir;
Int_t CountGas;

// Int_t CountWall;
Int_t Material[MaximumCount];
Int_t Scatter[MaximumCount];
Float_t Energy[MaximumCount];

// Float_t EnergyAir[MaximumCountAir];
Float_t EnergyGas[MaximumCountGas];

// Float_t EnergyWall[MaximumCountWall];
Float_t EnergyTotal;

// Float_t EnergyTotalAir;
Float_t EnergyTotalGas;

// Float_t EnergyTotalWall;
Float_t PositionX[MaximumCount];
Float_t PositionY[MaximumCount];
Float_t PositionZ[MaximumCount];
Float_t PositionR[MaximumCount];
Float_t RateDensityR[MaximumCount];
Float_t RateDensityZ[MaximumCount];

// Float_t PositionAirX[MaximumCountAir];
// Float_t PositionAirY[MaximumCountAir];
// Float_t PositionAirZ[MaximumCountAir];
// Float_t PositionAirR[MaximumCountAir];
// Float_t RateDensityAirR[MaximumCountAir];
// Float_t RateDensityAirZ[MaximumCountAir];

Float_t PositionGasX[MaximumCountGas];
Float_t PositionGasY[MaximumCountGas];
Float_t PositionGasZ[MaximumCountGas];
Float_t PositionGasR[MaximumCountGas];
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Float_t RateDensityGasR[MaximumCountGas];
Float_t RateDensityGasZ[MaximumCountGas];

// Float_t PositionWallX[MaximumCountWall];
// Float_t PositionWallY[MaximumCountWall];
// Float_t PositionWallZ[MaximumCountWall];
// Float_t PositionWallR[MaximumCountWall];
// Float_t RateDensityWallR[MaximumCountWall];
// Float_t RateDensityWallZ[MaximumCountWall];

// List of branches
TBranch * b_Event;
TBranch * b_Count;
TBranch * b_Material;
TBranch * b_Scatter;
TBranch * b_Energy;
TBranch * b_PositionX ;
TBranch * b_PositionY ;
TBranch * b_PositionZ ;

Active(TTree * tree=0);
virtual ~Active();
virtual Int_t Cut(Long64_t entry);
virtual Int_t GetEntry(Long64_t entry);
virtual Long64_t LoadTree(Long64_t entry);
virtual void Init(TTree * tree);
virtual void Loop();
virtual Bool_t Notify();
virtual void Show(Long64_t entry = -1);

};

#endif

#ifdef Active_cxx
Active::Active(TTree * tree)
{
// if parameter tree is not specified (or zero), connect the file
// used to generate this class and read the Tree.

if (tree == 0)
{

TFile * f = (TFile * )gROOT->GetListOfFiles()->FindObject("Tuple.root");
if (!f)

{
f = new TFile("Tuple.root");

}
tree = (TTree * )gDirectory->Get("eBubble");

}
Init(tree);

}

Active::~Active()
{

if (!fChain) return;
delete fChain->GetCurrentFile();

}

Int_t Active::GetEntry(Long64_t entry)
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{
// Read contents of entry.

if (!fChain) return 0;
return fChain->GetEntry(entry);

}
Long64_t Active::LoadTree(Long64_t entry)
{
// Set the environment to read one entry

if (!fChain) return -5;
Long64_t centry = fChain->LoadTree(entry);
if (centry < 0) return centry;
if (fChain->IsA() != TChain::Class()) return centry;
TChain * chain = (TChain * )fChain;
if (chain->GetTreeNumber() != fCurrent) {

fCurrent = chain->GetTreeNumber();
Notify();

}
return centry;

}

void Active::Init(TTree * tree)
{

// The Init() function is called when the selector needs to initialize
// a new tree or chain. Typically here the branch addresses of the tree
// will be set. It is normaly not necessary to make changes to the
// generated code, but the routine can be extended by the user if needed.
// Init() will be called many times when running with PROOF.

// Set branch addresses
if (tree == 0) return;
fChain = tree;
fCurrent = -1;
fChain->SetMakeClass(1);

fChain-> SetBranchAddress ("Event", &Event);
fChain-> SetBranchAddress ("Count", &Count);
fChain-> SetBranchAddress ("Material", &Material);
fChain-> SetBranchAddress ("Scatter", &Scatter);
fChain-> SetBranchAddress ("Energy", Energy);
fChain-> SetBranchAddress ("PositionX", PositionX );
fChain-> SetBranchAddress ("PositionY", PositionY );
fChain-> SetBranchAddress ("PositionZ", PositionZ );

Notify();
}

Bool_t Active::Notify()
{

// The Notify() function is called when a new file is opened. This
// can be either for a new TTree in a TChain or when when a new TTree
// is started when using PROOF. Typically here the branch pointers
// will be retrieved. It is normaly not necessary to make changes
// to the generated code, but the routine can be extended by the
// user if needed.
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// Get branch pointers
b_Event = fChain->GetBranch ("Event");
b_Count = fChain->GetBranch ("Count");
b_Material = fChain->GetBranch ("Material");
b_Scatter = fChain->GetBranch ("Scatter");
b_Energy = fChain->GetBranch ("Energy");
b_PositionX = fChain->GetBranch ("PositionX");
b_PositionY = fChain->GetBranch ("PositionY");
b_PositionZ = fChain->GetBranch ("PositionZ");

return kTRUE;
}

void Active::Show(Long64_t entry)
{
// Print contents of entry.
// If entry is not specified, print current entry

if (!fChain) return;
fChain->Show(entry);

}
Int_t Active::Cut(Long64_t entry)
{
// This function may be called from Loop.
// returns 1 if entry is accepted.
// returns -1 otherwise.

return 1;
}
#endif // #ifdef AnalyzeAgain_cxx

Active.C

// S T A R T

// Active

// Electron Bubble Particle Detector
// Columbia University--Nevis Laboratories

// Simulator for Geant 4.7.1
// Revised by G.D. Meadors on 2006-07-13 (JD 2453930)

// Active.cc

// $Id: eBubble.cc,v 1.9 2005/05/03 10:21:16 allison Exp $
// GEANT4 tag $Name: geant4-07-01 $

#include "G4RunManager.hh"
#include "G4UImanager.hh"
#include "G4UIterminal.hh"
#include "G4UItcsh.hh"
#include "Randomize.hh"

#ifdef G4VIS_USE
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#include "G4VisExecutive.hh"
#endif

#include "DetectorConstruction.hh"
#include "PhysicsList.hh"
#include "PrimaryGeneratorAction.hh"
#include "RunAction.hh"
#include "EventAction.hh"
#include "SteppingAction.hh"
#include "SteppingVerbose.hh"

#include "Tuple.hh"
#include "RecorderBase.hh"

int main ( int argc, char ** argv )
{

// Choose the Random engine
HepRandom::setTheEngine ( new RanecuEngine ) ;

// My Verbose output class
G4VSteppingVerbose::SetInstance ( new SteppingVerbose ) ;

// Create the RecorderBase object, which in this example will write
// events in a ROOT-compatible format.
RecorderBase * myRecords = new Tuple ;

// Construct the default run manager
G4RunManager * runManager = new G4RunManager ;

// Set mandatory initialization classes
runManager-> SetUserInitialization ( new DetectorConstruction ) ;
runManager-> SetUserInitialization ( new PhysicsList ) ;

#ifdef G4VIS_USE
// Visualization manager
G4VisManager * visManager = new G4VisExecutive ;
visManager-> Initialize ()

;
#endif

// Set user action classes
runManager-> SetUserAction ( new PrimaryGeneratorAction) ;
runManager-> SetUserAction ( new RunAction ( myRecords ) ) ;
runManager-> SetUserAction ( new EventAction ( myRecords ) ) ;
runManager-> SetUserAction ( new SteppingAction ( myRecords ) ) ;

// Initialize G4 kernel
runManager-> Initialize () ;

// Get the pointer to the User Interface manager
G4UImanager * UI = G4UImanager::GetUIpointer ()

;

// Define UI terminal for interactive mode
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if ( argc == 1 )
{

G4UIsession * session = 0 ;
#ifdef G4UI_USE_TCSH
// session = new G4UIterminal ( new G4UItcsh );
#else
// session = new G4UIterminal ( );
#endif
UI -> ApplyCommand ( "/control/execute vis.mac" );
// session -> SessionStart ( );
// delete session ;

}
// Batch mode
else

{
G4String command = "/control/execute vis.mac " ;
G4String fileName = argv [ 1 ] ;
UI->ApplyCommand ( command + fileName ) ;

}

// Job Termination
#ifdef G4VIS_USE
delete visManager ;
#endif
delete runManager ;
delete myRecords ;

return 0 ;
}

// E N D

vis.mac

#
# Macro file for the initialization phase of "Active.cc"
#
# Sets some default verbose
# and initializes the graphic.
#
#/control/verbose 0
#/run/verbose 0
#/tracking/verbose 0
#
# Create empty scene ("world" is default)
#/vis/scene/create
#
# Create a scene handler for a specific graphics system
# Edit the next line(s) to choose another graphic system
#
#/vis/open DAWNFILE
#
# /vis/open OGLIX
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#
# Draw scene
#/vis/viewer/zoom 1.5
#/vis/viewer/flush
#
# for drawing the tracks
# if too many tracks cause core dump => storeTrajectory 0
#/tracking/storeTrajectory 1
#/vis/scene/add/trajectories
#/vis/scene/endOfEventAction accumulate
#
#/testem/event/drawTracks
/gun/particle gamma
/gun/energy 2.614 MeV
/run/beamOn 1000

DetectorConstruction.cc

// S T A R T

// Active

// Electron Bubble Particle Detector
// Columbia University--Nevis Laboratories

// Simulator for Geant 4.7.1
// Revised by G.D. Meadors on 2006-07-08 (JD 2453925)

// Detector Construction.cc

#include "DetectorConstruction.hh"

#include "G4LogicalVolume.hh"
#include "G4Material.hh"
#include "G4PVPlacement.hh"
#include "G4Tubs.hh"

DetectorConstruction::DetectorConstruction ()
{
}

DetectorConstruction::~DetectorConstruction ()
{
}

G4VPhysicalVolume * DetectorConstruction::Construct ()
{

// Define a material from its elements. Case 1: a chemical molecule

G4String name, symbol ;
G4double a, z, density, fraction ;
G4int ncomponents ;
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// G4int natoms ;

//G4Element * C = new G4Element
// (
// name = "Carbon" ,
// symbol = "C" ,
// z = 6. ,
// a = 12.01 * g/mole
// ) ;

// Components of Air
G4Element * N = new G4Element

(
name = "Nitrogen" ,
symbol = "N" ,
z = 7. ,
a = 14.01 * g/mole

) ;
G4Element * O = new G4Element

(
name = "Oxygen" ,
symbol = "O" ,
z = 8. ,
a = 16.00 * g/mole

) ;

// Copper
G4Element * Cu = new G4Element

(
name = "Copper" ,
symbol = "Cu" ,
z = 29. ,
a = 63.546 * g/mole

) ;

// Beryllium
G4Element * Be = new G4Element

(
name = "Beryllium" ,
symbol = "Be" ,
z = 4. ,
a = 9.012 * g/mole

) ;

// Components of Stainless Steel
//G4Element * Cr = new G4Element
// (
// name = "Chromium" ,
// symbol = "Cr" ,
// z = 24. ,
// a = 52.00 * g/mole
// ) ;
//G4Element * Mn = new G4Element
// (
// name = "Manganese" ,
// symbol = "Mn" ,
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// z = 25. ,
// a = 54.94 * g/mole
// ) ;
//G4Element * Fe = new G4Element
// (
// name = "Iron" ,
// symbol = "Fe" ,
// z = 26. ,
// a = 55.85 * g/mole
// ) ;

// G4Element * F = new G4Element
// (
// "Fluorine" ,
// "N" ,
// z = 9. ,
// a = 18.99 * g/mole
// ) ;

G4Material * GasNe = new G4Material
(

name = "GasNeon" ,
z = 10. ,
a = 20.1797 * g/mole ,
density = 0.48191 * g/cm3 // At 26 K, critical density
// density = 1.209 * g/cm3 // At 26 K, verge of liquid
// density = 0.0032 * g/cm3 // At 77 K, 1 atm
// density = 0.0096 * g/cm3 // At 77 K, 3 atm
// density = 0.016 * g/cm3 // At 77 K, 5 atm
// density = 0.0009005 * g/cm3 // At 273 K, critical density

) ;

// Liquid Neon
// G4Material * LNe = new G4Material
// (
// name = "LiquidNeon" ,
// z = 10. ,
// a = 20.1797 * g/mole ,
// density = 1.204 * g/cm3
// ) ;

// Curium-244
// G4Material * Cm = new G4Material
// (
// name = "Curium" ,
// z = 96. ,
// a = 247. * g/mole ,
// density = 13.51 * g/cm3
// ) ;

// Air
G4Material * Air = new G4Material

(
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name = "Air" ,
density = 1.290 * mg/cm3 ,
ncomponents = 2

) ;
// At 20 deg C, 1 atm density = 1.2931 * mg/cm3

Air-> AddElement ( N, fraction = 0.8 ) ;
Air-> AddElement ( O, fraction = 0.2 ) ;

// Copper-Beryllium
G4Material * CuBe = new G4Material

(
name = "Copper-Beryllium" ,
density = 8.96 * g/cm3 ,
ncomponents = 2

) ;
// Using the Brush-Wellman Alloy Products MSDS as a guide,

CuBe-> AddElement ( Cu, fraction = 0.995 ) ;
CuBe-> AddElement ( Be, fraction = 0.005 ) ;

// Stainless Steel
// G4Material * SS = new G4Material
// (
// name = "Stainless Steel" ,
// density = 7.780 * g/cm3 ,
// ncomponents = 4
// ) ;
// SS-> AddElement ( C , fraction = 0.0012 ) ;
// SS-> AddElement ( Cr, fraction = 0.17 ) ;
// SS-> AddElement ( Mn, fraction = 0.01 ) ;
// SS-> AddElement ( Fe, fraction = 0.8188 ) ;

// Container

G4double Rmin =
0. ;

G4double Rmax =
1500 * mm ;

G4double halfLengthZ =
2000 * mm ;

G4double Phimin =
0. ;

G4double deltaPhi =
2. * M_PI ;

// G4double deltaPhi =
// 360. * degree ;

G4Tubs*
solidWorld = new G4Tubs

(
"ExpHall" , // Name

Rmin , // Size
Rmax ,
halfLengthZ ,
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Phimin ,
deltaPhi

) ;

G4LogicalVolume *
logicWorld = new G4LogicalVolume

(
solidWorld , // Solid
Air , // Material

"ExpHall" // Name
) ;

G4VPhysicalVolume *
physiWorld = new G4PVPlacement

(
0 , // Rotation
G4ThreeVector () , // At (0,0,0)
logicWorld , // Logical volume

"ExpHall" , // Name
0 , // Mother volume
false , // No boolean operation
0 // Copy number

) ;

// ColdVessel
G4double ColdVesselInnerDiameter =

1600.68 * mm ;
G4double ColdVesselLengthZ =

2066.27 * mm ;
G4double ColdVesselWallThickness =

12. * mm ;
G4double WorkingVolLengthZ =

1114.29 * mm ;
G4double Deadspaceabove =

545.70 * mm ;
G4double Deadspacebelow =

ColdVesselLengthZ - Deadspaceabove - WorkingVolLengthZ ;

G4double ColdVesselRmin =
0 ;

G4double ColdVesselRmax =
0.5 * ColdVesselInnerDiameter + ColdVesselWallThickness ;

G4double ColdVesselHalfLengthZ =
0.5 * ColdVesselLengthZ ;

G4double ColdVesselPhimin =
0. ;

G4double ColdVesselDeltaPhi =
2. * M_PI ;

G4Tubs*
solidColdVessel = new G4Tubs

( "ColdVessel" , // Name
ColdVesselRmin , // Size
ColdVesselRmax ,
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ColdVesselHalfLengthZ,
ColdVesselPhimin ,
ColdVesselDeltaPhi

) ;

G4LogicalVolume *
logicColdVessel = new G4LogicalVolume

(
solidColdVessel , // Solid
CuBe , // Material

"ColdVessel" // Name
) ;

G4VPhysicalVolume *
physiColdVessel = new G4PVPlacement

(
0 , // No rotation
G4ThreeVector (0.,0.,Deadspacebelow), // Shifted to +Z
logicColdVessel , // Logical volume

"ColdVessel" , // Name
logicWorld , // Mother logic volume
false , // Boolean operation
0 // Copy number

) ;

// GasNe
G4double GasNeRmin =

0. ;
G4double GasNeRmax =

ColdVesselRmax-ColdVesselWallThickness ;
G4double GasNeHalfLengthZ =

0.5 * (ColdVesselLengthZ - 2. * ColdVesselWallThickness) ;
G4double GasNePhimin =

0. ;
G4double GasNeDeltaPhi =

2. * M_PI ;

G4Tubs*
solidGasNe = new G4Tubs

(
"GasNe" , // Name

GasNeRmin , // Size
GasNeRmax ,
GasNeHalfLengthZ ,
GasNePhimin ,
GasNeDeltaPhi

) ;

G4LogicalVolume *
logicGasNe = new G4LogicalVolume

(
solidGasNe , // Solid
GasNe , // Material

"GasNe" // Name
) ;
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G4VPhysicalVolume *
physiGasNe = new G4PVPlacement

(
0 , // No rotation
G4ThreeVector(0.,0.,0),// Centre of coldvessel
logicGasNe , // Logical volume

"GasNe" , // Name
logicColdVessel , // Mother logic volume
false , // No boolean operation
0 // Copy number

) ;

// BEGINNING of alpha study-specific code.

// Curium Source
// G4double CmRmin =
// 0. ;
// G4double CmRmax =
// 0.5 * mm ;
// G4double CmHalfLengthZ =
// 0.0000005 * mm ;
// G4double CmPhimin =
// 0. ;
// G4double CmDeltaPhi =
// 2. * M_PI ;
// G4double CmOffset =
// 0.0000005 * mm - Deadspacebelow ;

// G4Tubs *
// solidCm = new G4Tubs
// (
// "Cm" , // Name
// CmRmin , // Size
// CmRmax ,
// CmHalfLengthZ ,
// CmPhimin ,
// CmDeltaPhi
// ) ;

// G4LogicalVolume *
// logicCm = new G4LogicalVolume
// (
// solidCm , // Solid
// Cm , // Material
// "Cm" // Name
// ) ;
// G4VPhysicalVolume *
// physiCm = new G4PVPlacement
// (
// 0 , // No rotation
// G4ThreeVector(0.,0.,CmOffset), // Centre of Source
// logicCm , // Logical volume
// "Cm" , // Name
// logicColdVessel , // Mother logic volume
// false , // No boolean operation
// 0 // Copy number
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// ) ;

// Stainless Steel Backing
// G4double SSRmin =
// 0. ;
// G4double SSRmax =
// 5. * mm ;
// G4double SSHalfLengthZ =
// 0.5 * mm ;
// G4double SSPhimin =
// 0. ;
// G4double SSDeltaPhi =
// 2. * M_PI ;
// G4double SSOffset =
// -0.5 * mm - Deadspacebelow ;

// G4Tubs *
// solidSS = new G4Tubs
// (
// "SS" , // Name
// SSRmin , // Size
// SSRmax ,
// SSHalfLengthZ ,
// SSPhimin ,
// SSDeltaPhi
// ) ;

// G4LogicalVolume *
// logicSS = new G4LogicalVolume
// (
// solidSS , // Solid
// SS , // Material
// "SS" // Name
// ) ;
// G4VPhysicalVolume *
// physiSS = new G4PVPlacement
// (
// 0 , // No rotation
// G4ThreeVector(0.,0.,SSOffset), // Centre of coldvessel
// logicSS , // Logical volume
// "SS" , // Name
// logicColdVessel , // Mother logic volume
// false , // No boolean operation
// 0 // Copy number
// ) ;

// ENDING of alpha study-specific code.

// Always return to the physical World

return physiWorld;
}

// E N D
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PrimaryGeneratorAction.cc

// S T A R T

// Active

// Electron Bubble Particle Detector
// Columbia University--Nevis Laboratories

// Simulator or Geant 4.7.1
// Revised by G.D. Meadors on 2006-07-25 (JD 2453942)

// Primary Generator Action
// Based on code by D. Thomazy

#include "PrimaryGeneratorAction.hh"

#include "G4Event.hh"
#include "G4ParticleGun.hh"
#include "G4ParticleTable.hh"
#include "G4ParticleDefinition.hh"
#include "Randomize.hh"

PrimaryGeneratorAction::PrimaryGeneratorAction ( )
{

G4int n_particle = 1 ;
numberOfAttempts = 0 ;
numberOfOutputs = 0 ;
particleGun = new G4ParticleGun (n_particle) ;

// Default particle kinematic

// G4ParticleDefinition * particle =
// G4ParticleTable::GetParticleTable ( )->
// FindParticle ( "alpha" );
// G4ParticleTable::GetParticleTable( )->
// FindParticle ( "gamma" );

// Active: there is NO interaction for muons,..., only gamma,e-,e+
// examples/extended/medical/GammaTherapy: muons, hadrons

// particleGun->SetParticleDefinition(particle);

// particleGun-> SetParticleEnergy ( 0.1291 * MeV ) ; // Th-232 -> Ac-228
// particleGun-> SetParticleEnergy ( 0.2386 * MeV ) ; // Th-232 -> Pb-212
// particleGun-> SetParticleEnergy ( 0.370 * MeV ) ;
// particleGun-> SetParticleEnergy ( 0.609 * MeV ) ; // U-238 -> Bi-214
// particleGun-> SetParticleEnergy ( 2.614 * MeV ) ; // Th-232 -> Ti-214
// particleGun-> SetParticleEnergy ( 5.902 * MeV ) ; // Cm-244 -> Pu-240

// particleGun-> SetParticleEnergy ( 0.3 * MeV ) ;
// particleGun-> SetParticleEnergy ( 100 * MeV ) ;
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// These default values can be overwritten by GeneratePrimaries,
// and are not necessary for a successful run.

}

PrimaryGeneratorAction::~PrimaryGeneratorAction ( )
{

delete particleGun ;
}

void PrimaryGeneratorAction::GeneratePrimaries (G4Event * anEvent)
{

// This function is called at the begining of event

// These define sin, cos and phi
G4double cosTheta = 2. * G4UniformRand ( ) - 1. ;
G4double sinTheta = std::sqrt ( 1. - cosTheta * cosTheta ) ;
G4double phi = twopi * G4UniformRand ( ) ;

// BEGINNING of alpha study-specific code.

// Radius = 0.5 * G4UniformRand ( ) ;
// PositionZRandom = 0.000001 * G4UniformRand ( ) ;

// ENDING of alpha study-specific code.

// BEGINNING of gamma study-specific code.

// This variable determines whether the event happens in the
// cylinder walls or the endcaps. Adjuted based on relative area,
// assuming an equipartitioned range between 0 and 1.
ChanceSection = G4UniformRand ( ) ;

// Adjustments must be made to balance decays evenly, based on area:
AreaRatio =

( pi * 800.34 * mm* 800.34 * mm)/
(2 * pi * 800.34 * mm* 800.34 * mm +

2 * pi * 800.34 * mm* 2066.27 * mm) ;

// These new variables are the positions within the emitter.
// The bottom cap appears first, then the upper cap, then the side wall.
if ( ChanceSection < AreaRatio )

{
Radius = 800.34 * mm* G4UniformRand ( ) ;
PositionZRandom = 12. * mm* G4UniformRand ( )

- 625.855 * mm ;
}

else if ( ChanceSection < (2 * AreaRatio) )
{

Radius = 800.34 * mm* G4UniformRand ( ) ;
PositionZRandom = 12. * mm* G4UniformRand ( )
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+(2066.27 * mm - 625.855 * mm) ;
}

else
{

Radius = ( 12. * mm* G4UniformRand ( ) )
+ 800.34 * mm ;

PositionZRandom = 2066.27 * mm* G4UniformRand ( )
- 625.855 * mm ;

}

// ENDING of gamma study-specific code.

// Cartesian emission positions.
PositionX = ( Radius * std::cos ( phi ) ) ;
PositionY = ( Radius * std::sin ( phi ) ) ;
PositionZ = PositionZRandom ;

// Emission direction
// This randomizes the direction (code taken from original code)
DirectionX = sinTheta * std::cos ( phi ) ,
DirectionY = sinTheta * std::sin ( phi ) ,
DirectionZ = cosTheta ;

particleGun-> SetParticlePosition
(

G4ThreeVector
(

PositionX,
PositionY,
PositionZ

)
) ;

particleGun-> SetParticleMomentumDirection
(

G4ThreeVector
(

DirectionX,
DirectionY,
DirectionZ

)
) ;

particleGun-> GeneratePrimaryVertex
(

anEvent
) ;

}

// E N D
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Tuple.cc

// S T A R T

// Active

// Electron Bubble Particle Detector
// Columbia University--Nevis Laboratories

// Simuatator for Geant 4.7.1
// Last revised by G.D. Meadors on 2006-07-25 (JD 2453942)

// Tuple.cc
// Based on code by M. Leltchouk
// On 2005-08-09 (JD 2453592)

//Use RecorderBase to implement a simple ROOT Tree

// Include simulation specific header files:
#include "Tuple.hh"
#include "SimulationEnergies.h"

// Include Geant 4.7.1 physics files:
#include "G4ThreeVector.hh"
#include "G4Timer.hh"
// #include "G4PhysicalTimer.hh"
#include "G4Run.hh"
#include "G4RunManager.hh"
#include "G4Event.hh"
#include "G4Track.hh"
#include "G4StepPoint.hh"
#include "G4Step.hh"
#include "G4ios.hh"
#include "globals.hh"
#include "G4EventManager.hh"
#include "G4SteppingManager.hh"
#include "G4TrackVector.hh"
#include "G4TrackStatus.hh"
#include "G4ParticleDefinition.hh"
#include "G4ParticleTable.hh"
#include "G4VProcess.hh"

// Include ROOT files:
#include "TROOT.h"
#include "TFile.h"
#include "TTree.h"
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// Include C-routines for I/O and related tasks:
#include <malloc.h>
#include <string>
#include <cmath>

Tuple::Tuple ( G4String a_fileName )
{

// This section opens a new ROOT file;
// ROOT data types appear as arguments to ROOT methods.
TString fileName = TString ( a_fileName ) ;
// Although compression defaults to 1, it is set explicitly:
Int_t compression = 1 ;
// ROOT file, in non-standard formatting:
m_rootFile = new TFile

(
fileName ,

"RECREATE" ,
"G4 event statistics" ,

compression
) ;

// The following commands create a tree to store the events:
TString treeName;
TString title;

// Tree names, in non-standard formatting:
m_tree = new TTree

(
treeName = "eBubble" ,
title = "G4 event statistics"

) ;

// For maximal control,
// branches are made for information variables,
// rather than merely ntuples.

// The branches are generated, in non-standard formatting, below.
// C-variables register the number of particles (dependent variable)
// with some number of the interaction type (independent variable):

// Number of a particular event:
m_tree->Branch

(
"Event" ,

&Event ,
"Event/I"

) ;

// Ionization count throughout the world:
m_tree->Branch

(
"Count" ,
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&Count ,
"Count/I"

) ;

// Material naming code:
m_tree->Branch

(
"Material" ,

Material ,
"Material[Count]/I"

) ;

// Scattering naming code:
m_tree->Branch

(
"Scatter" ,

Scatter ,
"Scatter[Count]/I"

) ;

// Ionization energy:
m_tree->Branch

(
"Energy" ,

Energy ,
"Energy[Count]/F"

) ;

// Ionization x-position:
m_tree->Branch

(
"PositionX" ,

PositionX ,
"PositionX[Count]/F"

) ;

// Ionization y-position:
m_tree->Branch

(
"PositionY" ,

PositionY ,
"PositionY[Count]/F"

) ;

// Ionization z-position:
m_tree->Branch

(
"PositionZ" ,

PositionZ ,
"PositionZ[Count]/F"

) ;

}

Tuple::~Tuple ()
{
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// The following pointer writes the file contents.
// ROOT automatically closes the file--it need not be done manually.
m_rootFile-> Write () ;

// Dangling pointers are deleted:
delete m_tree ;
delete m_rootFile ;

}

void Tuple::BeginOfRunAction ( const G4Run * a_run )
{

G4cout << " ====> Tuple:::BeginOfRunAction " << G4endl ;
Event = 0 ;

}

void Tuple::EndOfRunAction ( const G4Run * a_run )
{

G4cout << " ====> Tuple:::EndOfRunAction " << G4endl ;
}

// All variables need to be initialized to zero:
void Tuple::BeginOfEventAction ( const G4Event * a_event )

{
// The counters for all environments are reset to zero.
Count = 0 ;

// The energies and positions across the world are reset.
for

(
Int_t i = 0 ;
i < MaximumCount ;
i++

)
{

Material[i] = 0 ;
Scatter[i] = 0 ;
Energy[i] = 0. ;
PositionX[i] = 0. ;
PositionY[i] = 0. ;
PositionZ[i] = 0. ;

}

}

void Tuple::EndOfEventAction ( const G4Event * a_event )
{

// Here the rest of the information variables are obtained:
Event ++ ;
m_tree-> Fill ( ) ;

}

void Tuple::SteppingAction ( const G4Step * step )
{

// -+-+ GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THIS STEP +-+-
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// Here are specified all the commands used; comment unused ones.

// m_stepNumber += 1 ;
// G4double dEStepVisible = step->
// GetTotalEnergyDeposit ( ) ;

G4StepPoint * preStepPoint = step->
GetPreStepPoint ( ) ;

G4StepPoint * postStepPoint = step->
GetPostStepPoint ( ) ;

G4ThreeVector startPoint = preStepPoint->
GetPosition ( ) ;

G4ThreeVector endPoint = postStepPoint->
GetPosition ( ) ;

// G4double stepLength = step->
// GetStepLength ( ) ;

G4Track * pTrack = step->
GetTrack ( ) ;

// G4int trackID = pTrack->
// GetTrackID ( ) ;
G4ThreeVector thisTrackVertex = pTrack->

GetVertexPosition ( ) ;
// G4double trackLength = pTrack->
// GetTrackLength ( ) ;
// G4TrackStatus status = pTrack->
// GetTrackStatus ( ) ;

G4double EkinPreStep = preStepPoint->
GetKineticEnergy ( ) ;

G4double EkinPostStep = pTrack->
GetKineticEnergy ( ) ;

G4double dEkinStep = EkinPreStep - EkinPostStep ;
// G4double dEkinNonDeposited = dEkinStep - dEStepVisible ;

G4ParticleDefinition * particle = pTrack->
GetDefinition ( ) ;

std::string particleName = particle->
GetParticleName ( ) ;

// G4int PDGEncoding = particle->
// GetPDGEncoding ( ) ;

// const G4DynamicParticle * dynParticle = pTrack->
// GetDynamicParticle ( ) ;
// G4double EtotalPostStep = dynParticle->
// GetTotalEnergy ( ) ;
// G4double mass = dynParticle->
// GetMass ( ) ;

const G4VProcess * process = step->
GetPostStepPoint ( )->
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GetProcessDefinedStep ( ) ;
std::string processDefinedStepName ;

if ( process != 0 )
processDefinedStepName = process->

GetProcessName ( ) ;
else

processDefinedStepName = "UserDefined" ;

G4String material = step->
GetPreStepPoint ( ) ->
GetPhysicalVolume ( ) ->
GetLogicalVolume ( ) ->
GetMaterial ( ) ->
GetName ( ) ;

// Check to see if an ionization process occurs during this step,
// and make sure that the array does not overflow. Examine the
// Compton and photoelectric scattering for a baseline gamma ray study,
// and all scattering processes for an in-depth study of all noise.
if

(
Count < MaximumCount &&
processDefinedStepName == "compt" ||
processDefinedStepName == "LowEnCompton" ||
// processDefinedStepName == "eIoni" ||
// processDefinedStepName == "ionIoni" ||
// processDefinedStepName == "LowEnergyIoni" ||
processDefinedStepName == "phot" ||
processDefinedStepName == "LowEnPhotoElec"

)
{

// Asssuming that an electron was released by the ionization,
// Geant now finds the material and position in which the
// ionization occurred, and the energy released.

// Determine the material in which the event occurs.
// Current assignment:
// -1 = any unusual material,
// 0 = initialized state,
// 1 = air,
// 2 = gas,
// 3 = wall.
if ( material == "Air" )

{
Material[Count] = 1 ;

}
else if ( material == "GasNeon" )

{
Material[Count] = 2 ;

}
else if ( material == "Copper-Beryllium" )

{
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Material[Count] = 3 ;
}

else
{

Material[Count] = -1 ;
}

// Scattering type must be determined here to avoid race conditions.
// Current assignment:
// -1 = any unusual scattering,
// 0 = initialized state,
// 1 = Compton,
// 2 = other Geant ionization,
// 3 = photoelectric.
if

(
processDefinedStepName == "compt" ||
processDefinedStepName == "LowEnCompton"

)
{

Scatter[Count] = 1 ;
}

else if
(

processDefinedStepName == "eIoni" ||
processDefinedStepName == "ionIoni" ||
processDefinedStepName == "LowEnergyIoni"

)
{

Scatter[Count] = 2 ;
}

else if
(

processDefinedStepName == "phot" ||
processDefinedStepName == "LowEnPhotoElec"

)
{

Scatter[Count] = 3 ;
}

else
{

Scatter[Count] = -1 ;
}

if
(

// Check particle type to avoid double-counting energy.
// particleName == "alpha"

// particleName == "e-"
particleName == "gamma"

)
{

// Add this ionization’s energy loss to the array.
Energy[Count] = dEkinStep ;

}
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else
{
}

// Acquire the ionization location and increment the array.
PositionX[Count] = endPoint.x () ;
PositionY[Count] = endPoint.y () ;
PositionZ[Count] = endPoint.z () ;
Count ++ ;

}
else

{
}

// SteppingAction finishes now. ROOT Tuples will be filled with data above.
}

// E N D
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